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Cleared land for agriculture (1919)
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What is green infrastructure?

Green infrastructure means natural areas such as forests and wetlands. These support life, including 
people. Green infrastructure is essential to communities, just like other infrastructure 
such as roads and bridges. But through most of the history of the settlement of the 
Grand River watershed, people have not understood the importance of green 
infrastructure: wetlands have been drained and trees have been cleared away. This was 
necessary for European settlement but it stripped the watershed of its green 
infrastructure.

Forests 

By the end of the 1800s, only about five to seven per cent of the forest cover remained. When the 
predecessor of today’s Grand River Conservation Authority was formed in 1934, the natural areas were in very 
poor condition. Part of the mandate was to plant trees around the reservoirs, constructed between 1942 and 
1979. This is where the GRCA began rebuilding green infrastructure.

Wetlands

Wetlands are areas that are permanently or seasonally flooded. They are important places for wildlife, but 
are also important to people and the water resources. They hold water on the landscape which reduces 
flooding. Wetlands with many plants and aquatic creatures help clean the water in a natural way that can’t be 
replaced by modern technology. But the Grand River watershed has lost 65 per cent of its wetlands over the 
last 200 years. In some areas of the watershed, this loss exceeds 85 per cent. 

Planting more trees

The watershed has gone from a low of 5 per cent tree cover 100 years ago, to 19 per 
cent now. But Environment Canada says a healthy watershed needs 30 per cent tree 
cover, so more trees need to be planted. 

Now community groups, municipalities and individuals throughout the watershed are 
committed to rebuilding green infrastructure. Students are exceptional partners when 
they undertake schoolyard greening projects and volunteer to help plant trees. 

Rebuilding wetlands

Some agricultural land now owned by the GRCA is being converted back into wetlands. 
At Luther Marsh, close to the headwaters, and at Dunnville Marsh, close to Lake Erie, 
fields are rehabilitated and turned into wetlands. This is very important to the overall 
health of the natural systems and our water resources.

The number of people living in the 

Grand River watershed is growing 

each year. Rules are in place to help 
protect natural areas in our growing 
communities. Planners from the GRCA 
and municipalities study proposed 
buildings near environmentally 
sensitive areas and make 
recommendations.

The climate is changing, but we don’t 
know exactly how this will impact 
plants and animals. By enlarging, 
enhancing and connecting natural 
areas, the plants and animals can 
move safely from one place to 
another. This creates a more resilient 
watershed. 

The

PRESENT

Due to the many benefits trees provide to farms, 

businesses, parks, forests and school yards, people 

sometimes call them “working trees”. 

What do working trees do?

   • Clean water

   • Save energy

   • Store carbon

   • Provide clean air

   • Provide social calming and healing 

   • Provide shade and wind protection

   • Moderate stream flows and storm water

   • Shelter and feed insects, birds and animals

   • Are used to make many products such as furniture and paper

Rural Water Quality Program

Rural landowners are rebuilding 

green infrastructure on their own 

property. Over 80 per cent of the 

watershed’s forests and unique 

natural areas are on private land. 

Many landowners and 

community groups in the 

watershed are working to 

increase green infrastructure. 

Programs such as the  GRCA’s 

Rural Water Quality Program, that 

is funded by local municipalities, 

have helped watershed 

landowners complete 2,400 

projects such as planting trees 

and fencing off streams to keep 

over 11,000 head of livestock 

from entering rivers and streams.  

First mechanical
tree planter 

In 1946, the Grand River 

Conservation Commission 

found a fast, inexpensive way 

to plant trees. Staff members designed a mechanical tree 

planter that was built in a shop in Fergus after they saw 

some prototypes at U.S. universities. This was the first 

mechanical tree planter in Canada that was in regular use. 

It greatly increased the speed of tree planting.

Growing trees

In 1984, the GRCA set up the 

Burford Tree Nursery on over 

40 hectares of donated 

land. Seeds are collected 

from native trees across the 

watershed. They are grown 

at the nursery and later 

planted in a part of the 

watershed where they are 

genetically adapted to live. 

We need to severely 

accelerate the rate that 

we are planting trees. At 

the current rate, it is 

going to be a few 

lifetimes before we get 

to 30 per cent tree cover 

and that is just not 

going to be fast enough.
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When we rebuild green infrastructure, we use native plants that have 

a long history in our watershed. Each plant species has an important 

role in the local ecosystem and helps maintain biodiversity. 

In contrast, garlic mustard is a non-native, invasive plant that is 

causing problems in forests. It spreads quickly. Research shows that 

when it spreads in forests it sends out toxins that kill tree seedlings, 

wild flowers and other native plants. It starts to dominate the forest 

understory and affects the health of the entire forest.

Native versus non-native plants

 C 223-3-0-0-4, Archives of Ontario

Garlic mustard -
a non-native, invasive

plant causing

problems in forests.

What you can do:

• Plant native species in your garden and remove   

  non-native, invasive species from your property.

• Volunteer your time to restore degraded habitats and 

  naturalize urban areas.

• Applaud the efforts of friends, neighbours and 

  companies that spend time and money improving 

  natural areas.

• Encourage the municipality you live in to enact 

  bylaws that encourage naturalization.

• When you visit natural areas stay on paths, taking 

  only photos and bringing any garbage out with you.
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Assorted species
at the nursery

Over the past 75 

years, the GRCA has 

planted more than 

26 million trees.


